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List of images

P 1 Black bin bag with discarded press release. Visualising archaeological finds
P 2 View of material that has been delivered or ready to be taken away
P 3 Arrangement. Exhibition within an exhibition, box of food, Art carrier bag, Art works, brown carrier bag, transparent carrier bag
P 4 Objects stacked up waiting to be taken away. Stacks of obsolete computers and other equipment, plastic bin, trash, sculptures
P 5 Visualisation of art bank, food bank, technology bank. Exhibition within an exhibition
P 6 Arrangement. Storage box, 3 replicated computer screens (Homage to Sturtevant)
P 7 Arrangement. Visualising Archaeological dig with cultural artifacts, with donated art works
P 8 Path leading to the central storage area
P 9 Arrangement. Visualisation of Art bank, and food bank as archaeological finds
P 10 Arrangement. Visualising Art bank, food bank, waste, obsolescence and over production
P 11 Delivery point
P 12 Stacked materials
P 13 Arrangement. Visualising over production, obsolescence and waste
P 14 Large waste bin. Visualising waste and obsolescence (Hommage to Claire Fontaine)